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First of all, we would like to thank the anonymous referee #2 for the help in further 

improving the manuscript by a thorough assessment with regards to content and the careful 

technical proofreading resulting in the identification of several imprecisions. Referee 

comments are in blue italic, responses in black. Changes in the manuscript are in green 

italic. 

 

The manuscript describes a new greenhouse gas observation site with a portable FTIR 

instrument in a remote site in Namibia. The site gives an opportunity to monitor GHG 

levels on the African main land. In addition, the high surface albedo of the site and the 

abrupt change in the albedo near the observation site makes the location a unique 

opportunity for satellite validations. 

The analysis of the GHG seasonal cycles at this site and comparisons with GOSAT 

observations are very beneficial to improve our understanding of the global carbon cycle. 

However comparisons performed against TCCON and CAMS assimilation model and the 

conclusions made could be misleading in some cases. 

 

Here are some general comments that I think would help improve the manuscript: 

 

Although Figure 1 is helpful to demonstrate the terrain around the measurement site I 

would suggest adding another figure zoomed out that shows where Gobabeb is located 

as well as the TCCON stations that are used in this study. This will give some better 

insight to the readers that are not familiar with the region and the TCCON network. 

 

As suggested by the referee, we included a figure showing the COCCON station as well as 

the TCCON stations used in this study. 

 

Figure R1: Global map showing the COCCON Gobabeb, TCCON Reunion Island and Lauder 

sites used in this study. 

 



 
 

 

It is mentioned that for the processing of EM27/SUN spectra PROFAST is used whereas 

TCCON uses GGG for the retrievals. Have you tried comparing the EM27/SUN retrievals 

with GGG and see how much difference it would make in the final results? 

 

Concerning the suggested comparison with GGG, we would like to point out that the code we use for 
data analysis has already been systematically compared to results collected by collocated TCCON 
measurements and with Aircore launches in the framework of the FRM4GHG project (Sha et al., 2019) 
and excellent agreement has been demonstrated. Furthermore, in that publication a comparison 
between PROFFAST and GGG has been presented. Especially for XCH4 a significant offset between the 
low-resolution data generated with GFIT and the TCCON reference data was observed. We attribute this 
offset to the fact that no calibration of GGG for low-resolution applications has been established yet, 
while clear indications of biases between GGG results (of co-located observations) have been found 
when applied to high and low-resolution spectra (Hedelius et al., 2017). An offset close to the one found 
by Sha et al., 2019 was also observed by Ohyama et al, 2020 when they compared EM27/SUN 
measurements processed with GGG to aircraft measurements. So, without the explicit prior specific 
determination of AIDCFs and ADCFs for applying GGG on low-resolution spectra the value of such a 
comparison seems limited. Even if a general set of empirical AIDCFs and ADCFs would be made available, 
the results of the specific characterization of ILS parameters performed for each COCCON spectrometer 
such as the instrument operated in Gobabeb still cannot be applied in the current version of GGG. 
Therefore, we agree that further comparison work on the codes is indeed desirable, but this 
considerable undertaking is outside the scope of this paper presenting the Gobabeb results. Such a 
study should be based on the whole COCCON network and should be performed with the upcoming 
GGG2020 version once appropriate gas calibration factors for low-resolution spectra have been 
established and the use of instrument-specific ILS parameters has been implemented in GGG. 

Line 140. It is indicated that the accuracy of pressure measurements is 2-3 hPa. First of 

all what is the precision of the pressure sensor? Second, 2-3 hPa is a large bias. To put 

it in perspective TCCON requires an accuracy better than 0.3 hPa. Is it possible to 

calibrate the pressure sensor against a more accurate sensor to improve the accuracy? 

 



The manufacturer does not provide an explicit quantification of the pressure sensor’s 

precision. In order to estimate the precision, we take the pressure data from one day of 

measurements performed in Namibia, we randomly choose 20 June 2017. Then we subtract 

the moving average (averaging over 50 data points) and assume that the empirical 

standard deviation of this difference, 0.07 hPa, can be regarded as the precision of the 

sensor. 

Regarding the accuracy of the sensor, we thank the referee for pointing this out. We did in 

fact calibrate our sensor against a co-located CS 100 pressure sensor from the Southern 

African Science Service Centre for Climate Change and Adaptive Land Management 

(SASSCAL) network with a stated accuracy of 1.0 hPa for temperatures between 0 °C and 

40 °C and long-term stability better than 0.1 hPa per year. 

(http://www.sasscalweathernet.org/weatherstat_infosheet_we.php?loggerid_crit=8893). 

We do not directly utilize the data from the CS 100 pressure sensor for our analysis because 

only hourly values are available. We added text in the manuscript to clarify this: 

 

…and a precision of 0.07 hPa. In order to increase the level of accuracy, we calibrate our 

sensor against a co-located CS 100 pressure sensor from the Southern African Science 

Service Centre for Climate Change and Adaptive Land Management (SASSCAL) network with 

a long-term stability better than 0.1 hPa per year and a stated accuracy of 0.5 hPa at 20 °C 

and 1.0 hPa for temperatures between 0 °C and 40 °C. We do not directly use the data from 

the CS 100 pressure sensor for our analysis as only hourly data are available 

(http://www.sasscalweathernet.org/weatherstat_infosheet_we.php?loggerid_crit=8893, last 

access: 07 May 2021). 

 

Line 181. It is mentioned that ILS measurements have been performed seven times 

since 2014 however the dates are not indicated. It is useful to know if ILS has changed 

after the upgrade done in 2018 to confirm if the changes in the scaling factors after 

2018 are ILS related or not. 

 

We added a timeseries plot of the modulation efficiency at maximum optical path difference. 

In order to check if the change in the scaling factors obtained from the side-by-side 

measurements in 2016 and 2018/2019 stems from the upgrade of the instrument in 2018 

we average the modulation efficiencies before the upgrade (0.982) and after the upgrade 

(0.985). The modulation efficiency increased by 0.3 %, which is within the uncertainty 

budget of 0.3 % using this method (Frey et al., 2019). Therefore, we conclude that the 

changes in the instrumental line shape due to the upgrade of the COCCON instrument might 

contribute to the slightly different scaling factors, but they are not the main reason for the 

changes. We changed the text accordingly: 

 

In order to investigate if the difference in the calibration factors is linked to the upgrade of 

the EM27/SUN in 2018, we average the ME at MOPD obtained from the ILS measurements 

before (0.982) and after (0.985) the upgrade. The ME increased by 0.3 %, which is within 

the uncertainty budget of 0.3 % using this method. Therefore, we conclude that the 

changes in the instrumental line shape due to the upgrade of the COCCON instrument might 

contribute to the slightly different scaling factors, but they are not the main reason for the 

changes. 

 

Figure R2: Timeseries of the modulation efficiency at MOPD of the EM27/SUN used in this 

study. ILS measurements were performed during periods when the instrument was in 

Karlsruhe for maintenance or detector upgrade. Yellow areas denote measurement periods 

in Gobabeb. The black bar denotes the time of the detector upgrade. 

 

http://www.sasscalweathernet.org/weatherstat_infosheet_we.php?loggerid_crit=8893


 
 

 

Table 1, Figure 7 and 8. The comparison against TCCON sites that are thousands of 

kilometers apart from the measurement site is a bit misleading. Specifically in Table 1, 

the term "bias" implies one measurement is closer to the truth. Whereas in reality as you 

have indicated in the manuscript as well, these sites are probably under the 

influence of different air masses most of the time. 

Specially for methane as the total column value highly depends on the tropopause 

height it's not meaningful to compare total column values at Gobabeb and Lauder as the 

tropopause height is significantly different at the two sites. Generally speaking, I think 

the timeseries in Figure 4 is useful to give the reader a sense of the GHG seasonal 

cycles in the southern hemisphere, but the correlation plots and estimating the biases 

between the sites in my opinion is misleading and unnecessary. 

 

We chose to compare our results to the TCCON stations because TCCON is the most reliable 

reference for ground-based GHG total column measurements. We clearly state at the 

beginning of this section that it is not a side-by-side comparison. In the revised version of 

the manuscript we add a world map showing the positions of the COCCON/TCCON stations 

to further emphasize this point, as was also suggested by the referee. We agree that the 

sites probe different airmasses most of the time and that the comparison of the absolute 

values at one point in time is not very meaningful. The long-term trend of GHG 

concentrations in the southern hemisphere should however be comparable at the three 

sites. We think that the correlation plots are meaningful to see if there are sudden jumps 

between the data sets, for example due to instrumental issues. For this reason, we would 



like to keep these figures. We added the differences between the sites in the timeseries 

figure to make it easier to follow the long-term trend. We agree that the term “bias” is 

misleading in this context, and we replaced it with “difference”. 

 

Figure R3: Column-averaged dry air mole fraction daily mean time series for XCO2, XCH4, 

XCO and XH2O measured at the COCCON site in Gobabeb, Namibia (blue dots) and at the 

TCCON sites Reunion Island (black dots) and Lauder (red dots). Error bars denote the 1 σ 

standard deviation of the daily mean values. Additionally, the difference XCO2, XCH4, XCO 

and XH2O timeseries between Gobabeb and Reunion Island (black dots) and between 

Gobabeb and Lauder (red dots) are shown in separate panels. 

 
 

 

Figure 9. This figure is not very informative and as it is mentioned by the authors in 

the text, the curve shapes do not necessarily represent the diurnal cycle and it most 

probably is related to retrieval errors due to air mass dependencies, a priori profiles, 

etc. In my opinion, this figure is also misleading and unnecessary. 

 

We agree that the information content of this figure is limited and we moved it to the 

appendix together with the accompanying text. We do not want to omit the figure 

altogether because we think that it has to be shown that a tiny residual curved shape 

remains due to the retrieval errors mentioned by the referee. We reworded the figure 

caption and omitted ‘diurnal’. 

 

Line 260-264. The authors conclude that based on the better agreement between 

CAMS satellite assimilated data and the COCCON measurements at Gobabeb the origin 

of the CO2 draw down at the beginning of 2017 is from higher levels in the 

atmosphere. 

First, CAMS is a model and there are errors associated with it. So the discrepancy 

might be due to the in situ CAMS assimilated product that could not capture the 

seasonal variations of CO2 occurring near the surface. Second, even if we accept the 

assumption that the draw down might have origins higher in the atmosphere, 5000 m 

above surface seems a bit too high. It would be worthwhile to investigate the 

trajectories at lower levels for example 500 m and 1000 m above surface to be able to 



come to a stronger conclusion. You may take into account the instrument column 

sensitivity in choosing the vertical layers as well. 

 

We agree that the discrepancy could also be due to errors in the CAMS in situ assimilated 

product (an investigation of possible errors of the different CAMS products, however, seems 

out of the scope of this work). We also agree that the variations of CO2 on the African 

mainland mainly happen close to the surface. Regarding the altitude of the trajectory ending 

points, it is important to note that we show backward trajectories. Most of the trajectories 

that arrive at 5000 m height at Gobabeb originate from significantly lower levels of the 

atmosphere, close to the surface, and are then uplifted, as can be seen in the lower panel of 

Figure 5. We added a trajectory plot at 1000 m above surface, and the trajectories in that 

case originate from the ocean. This supports our hypothesis that the low XCO2 values 

observed at Gobabeb are due to the influence of the African biosphere and low CO2 

concentrations are found in higher layers of the atmosphere, above the boundary layer. To 

further strengthen this point, we included a Figure showing CAMS a posteriori fluxes for 

February 16, the day for which we calculated the backward trajectories. We clearly see 

negative surface fluxes for the area from which the backward trajectories originate that end 

at Gobabeb in 5000 m height. Although the resolution of the model is coarse, it can be seen 

that at the Gobabeb station itself, no strong negative fluxes are found. We therefore expect 

to find the low CO2 concentrations in higher layers of the atmosphere that are 

representative for medium- or long -range transport. We restructured the manuscript. 

Section 4.1 focuses now solely on the TCCON/COCCON comparison and we added section 5, 

where we elaborate on our hypothesis for the origin of the CO2 drawdown: 

 

From the end of 2016 until the beginning of 2017, the XCO2 values at the COCCON station 

at Gobabeb were significantly lower compared to the TCCON stations Reunion Island and 

Lauder, see section 4.1. We rule out instrumental problems as the reason, as Xair is stable 

and the other observed gases do not show abnormal variations during this period. In order 

to investigate whether the drawdown of XCO2 at the beginning of 2017 at the Gobabeb 

station is linked the African biosphere, in Fig. R4 we present global OCO-2 assimilated CAMS 

a posteriori surface carbon fluxes for 16 February 2017 12 UTC, the day with the lowest 

XCO2 values in 2017. We find that in the direct vicinity of Gobabeb, no strong negative 

carbon fluxes are apparent. From this, we deduce that air parcels with low CO2 

concentrations are transported to Gobabeb from other regions of the African mainland with 

negative surface fluxes. We therefore expect that the drawdown of XCO2 is driven by low 

CO2 concentrations in higher layers of the atmosphere that are representative for medium- 

or long-range transport. This is in agreement with the results of section 4.3, where a 

comparison between COCCON data with CAMS model data shows that the CAMS model 

version assimilating total column data reproduces the XCO2 drawdown, in contrast to the 

version assimilating in situ data only. We grant the possibility that the discrepancy between 

the different CAMS products could also stem from imperfections of the CAMS model.  

In Fig. 5, we show 10-day backward trajectory ensemble simulations from the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) HYSPLIT model (Stein et al., 2016) for 16 

February 2017. Initial 3-hourly meteorological input data is provided by the NCEP Global 

Data Assimilation System (GDAS) model on a 1 degree latitude-longitude grid. The end 

point of the trajectory analysis is chosen at a height of 5000 m above ground level. All 

trajectories exhibit a long dwell time over the African continent in regions with strong 

negative carbon surface fluxes, see Fig. R4. This corroborates the conjecture that the low 

XCO2 values at Gobabeb are due to the influence of the African biosphere. Most of the 

trajectories that arrive at 5000 m height at Gobabeb originate from significantly lower levels 

of the atmosphere, close to the surface, and are then uplifted, as can be seen in the lower 

panel of Figure 5. 



In contrast, the backward trajectories for Reunion Island shown in Fig. 6 dwell almost 

exclusively over the ocean. In Fig. R5 we additionally provide backward trajectories for 

Gobabeb ending at 1000 m above ground level. In contrast to the trajectories at 5000 m, 

these originate from the ocean. 

 

Figure R4: Global map showing OCO-2 assimilated CAMS a posteriori surface carbon fluxes 

for 16 February 2017 12 UTC. 

 
Figure R5: NOAA HYSPLIT backward trajectory ensemble simulations on 16 February 2017. 

The endpoint of the backward trajectories is the COCCON Gobabeb station, 1000 m above 

ground level. The colors and symbols are used to make the different trajectories of the 

ensemble distinguishable. 

 

 
 

 

Minor corrections and comments: 

Line 14. We find a good agreement for the absolute Xgas values and representative 



diurnal variability [between TCCON and COCCON?!]. 

 

We reworded the sentence: 

 

We find a good agreement for the absolute Xgas values, apart from an expected XCH4 offset 

between Gobabeb and Lauder due to significantly different tropopause height, as well as 

representative intraday variability between TCCON and COCCON. 

 

Lines 57-62. The sentence is very long and the reader could be easily lost. Please 

consider rewording and breaking it up into multiple sentences. 

 

We split up the sentence. 

 

Line 67. It seems a sentence is missing here to motivate the current work. What is the 

mission of this project? i.e. investigate long term stability of EM27/SUNs? or quantifying 

emission strength from the region of interest or something else? 

 

We added a sentence motivating this research: 

 

We demonstrate the excellent long-term stability of the COCCON instrument and its 

usefulness for satellite and model validation studies. The remainder of this paper is 

structured as follows. 

 

Line 168. For M-gain observations... the sentence is a bit vague. please consider 

rewording. 

 

We expanded the explanation: 

 

For M-gain observations other validation sites with ground-based FTIR measurements are 

sparse. Yoshida et al. (2013) found no suitable TCCON site for the validation of GOSAT M-

gain observations. In recent years, GOSAT M-gain soundings are mainly compared to the 

Edwards TCCON station, which was established 2013. More recently, Velazco et al. (2019) 

performed a campaign to validate GOSAT in central Australia using an EM27/SUN. 

 

Figure 5 and 6. What do different colors represent? 

The purpose of the different colors and symbols is to guide the eye and make the individual 

backward trajectories of the ensemble distinguishable. We added this information in the 

figure caption.  
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